A Glue Better Than CA?

Larry Lemel of Charleston, SC reports in the November/December Issue of the Southern Louisiana Indoor Modeling Journal, (Carl Bakay, Editor) that a glue sold by Hobby Lobby is very strong and nearly invisible when dry. The glue is called Deluxe Materials Super Phatic, stock number DMSP1. It comes in 50ml bottles for $5.90. A vendor’s description of the glue alleges it will glue wood together better than any other glue. Why? Because it flows inside the grain of the two pieces of wood, grabs hold of the grain from the inside, then in connects the pieces so strongly that they can only be parted by breaking the wood. It’s not as fast setting as CA, but it makes much stronger joints and it is almost weightless when dry. Per Carl Bakay, if you need to debond, soak the part with water on a Q-Tip and keep it wet. It will pull apart in 10-15 minutes. Allow the wood to dry before re-gluing.